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What! is! even! more! difficult,! and! even! more! important! to! explain! to! colleagues,! future! employers,! parents! "! but! in! particular! "! potential! student! editors,! current! law! professors! and!aspiring!academics,!is!the!skills!and!exposure!to!material!the!Journal!has!given!us,!and! how!work!on!the!Journal!has!changed!the!way!we!understand!and!approach!law.!While!it! is!generally!enough!for!a!colleague!and!future!employer!to!appreciate!the!obvious!skills!a! student!gains!during!editorial!work!-!editing!skills,!language!skills,!footnoting!skills,!team" work!skills!etc.!"!in!many!ways,!it!is!the!intangible!and!hard!to!categorize!experiences!that! really! set! journal! work! apart! from! what! it! is! possible! to! learn! in! the! classroom,! and! why! student!participation!on!journals!is!so!important.!! ! There!has!been!many!a!criticism!levelled!at!student!participation!on!law!journals,!targeting! everything!from!the!way!students!are!admitted!to!the!staff!of!a!law!journal, 2 !to!the!bias! they!show!towards!submissions, 3 !to!the!conservative!and!homogenous!journal!layout!and! format! they! perpetuate, 4 ! to! the! inexperience! students! have! with! law,! which! has! been! likened!to!letting!inmates!run!an!asylum.
5 !As!part!of!the!German!Law!Journal's!special!10 th ! anniversary!issue!on!the!Transnationalization!of!Legal!Education,!we!want!to!rebut!these! criticisms! with! a! closer! look! at! what! being! a! student! editor! while! being! a! law! student! means!from!a!student's!perspective.!The!first!section!of!this!essay!will!be!a!candid!and!self" reflective!exploration!of!how!student!editors!engage!with!the!German!Law!Journal,!paying! special!attention!to!the!intangible!and!often!little!discussed!ways!work!on!the!Journal!has! complemented! and! pushed! our! legal! analysis! and! thereby! our! legal! education.! We! then! situate! the! German! Law! Journal! with! the! variety! of! forms! and! formats! student! participation! on! a! legal! publications! take,! noting! the! huge! spectrum! of! levels! of! participation! and! degrees! of! student! responsibility.! Ultimately,! despite! criticisms! of! student!involvement!on!journals,!we!argue!that!regardless!of!the!kind!of!journal!a!student! participates!in,!doing!journal!work!during!one's!legal!education!provides!a!unique!exposure! and! skill! development! that! greatly! complements! classroom! instruction! and! that,! most! importantly,!cannot!easily!be!replicated!elsewhere. !615,!635!(1996) 
Federal! Constitutional! Court! of! Germany.! Over! the! next! ten! years,! as! the! Journal's! mandate! grew,! so! did! the! number! of! members! of! the! editorial! board,! recruited! from! among!doctoral!students!in!several!countries!with!unique!expertise!in!a!range!of!domestic! and! comparative! law! fields! and! the! willingness! to! collaborate! in! the! fast! production! schedule! of! the! Journal! (mostly! through! email).! Eventually! complementing! the! editors! were!the!student!editors!at!the!law!schools!in!North!America!where!the!Co"Editors"in"Chief! began!to!teach.!These!law!schools!had!a!large!pool!of!English"speaking!law!students!who! could! lend! their! language! and! editorial! skills! to! improve! and! increase! the! scope! of! the! Journal's! production.! At! the! same! time,! involvement! on! the! Journal! as! student! editors! greatly! complemented! each! law! school's! curriculum,! and! offered! an! additional! extra" curricular! activity! where! students! could! gain! exposure! to! German,! European! and! international! law! and! develop! the! practical! skills! involved! in! putting! a! legal! publication! together.!Currently,!there!are!two!teams!of!North!American!law!students,!one!at!Osgoode! Hall! Law! School! in! Toronto,! Ontario,! Canada! and! one! at! Washington! and! Lee! University! School!of!Law!in!Lexington,!Virginia,!U.S.A.!Each!team!alternates!in!assuming!responsibility! for!editing!and!publishing!the!(now)!monthly!issue!of!the!Journal.
6 !! ! Placing! the! German! Law! Journal! organization! structure! into! the! traditional! flow! chart! is! challenging.!At!the!top,!things!are!pretty!straightforward!and!intuitive.!Following!the!top! level! of! Co"Editors"in"Chief! are! the! Journal's! editors,! who! are! comprised! of!lecturers!and! professors! from! across! Europe! and! North! America.! Together,! the! Editors! and! Editors"in" Chief! collectively! steer! the! direction! of! the! Journal,! solicit,! receive! and! review! articles! submitted!for!publication,!and!decide!which!ones!should!be!published.!Below!this,!there! are!the!two!teams!of!student!editors,!one!in!Canada!and!one!in!the!U.S.,!each!one!headed! up! by! one! of! the! Co"Editors"in"Chief.! It! is! at! the! level! of! the! student! editors! that! a! hierarchical! and! static! view! of! the! Journal! as! an! organization! becomes! inadequate! at! describing!how!the!journal!works,!and!what!the!role!of!a!student!editor!plays.!At!Osgoode,! there! has! traditionally! been! less! hierarchy! and! more! flexibility! in! the! way! the! student! editorial! team! is! run.! This! largely! reflects! the! fact! that! the! student! editorial! board! is! conceptualised!as!a!unique!learning!experience,!designed!to!be!both!responsive!to!student! input!and!to!the!strengths!and!weaknesses!of!who!is!on!the!team!at!that!exact!moment,! while! also! safeguarding! an! efficient! workflow! for! a! journal! that! deals! with! significantly! more! submissions! than! it! publishes.! In! addition! to! the! regular! editorial! positions,! the! Osgoode! team! comprises! of! a! number! of! ad"hoc! committee! groups! chaired! by! various! students! that! are!formed!to!research,!plan,!and!coordinate!symposia,!special!issues,!and! student"initiated! projects! based! on! student! interest.! The! only! tried! and! true! division! between!student!editors!is!the!split!between!junior!editors,!who!are!students!in!their!first! year!working!on!the!Journal,!and!senior!editors,!who!are!in!their!second!or!third!year!with! the!Journal.!! 1152 G e r m a n ! L a w ! J o u r n a l
Having!now!introduced!the!Journal,!this!section!will!give!a!behind"the"scenes!glimpse!into! a! student! editor's! role! and! experience! on! the! Journal,! focusing! on! our! experience! at! Osgoode! Hall! Law! School.! First! we! explain! the! student! editors'! responsibilities.! Then! we! discuss!the!soft!skills!and!experiences!that!being!on!the!Journal!provides!a!student!editor,! and!how!it!enhances!and!adds!a!transnational!and!critical!element!to!our!legal!education!in! ways!that!are!not!easily!observable!by!someone!outside!the!journal!experience.!From!the! outset,!it!is!important!to!acknowledge!that!this!is!just!one! perspective 
Generally,!after!the!initial!workshops!by!the!senior!editors,!the!majority!of!the!editing!skills! of! a! junior! editor! will! be! gained! through! hands"on! experience.! The! first! assignment! they! will! receive! is! to! take! an! article! in! the! form! the! contributor! submitted! it,! edit! it,! and! prepare!it!for!publication.!The!junior!editor!is!assigned!a!senior!editor!to!review!their!work! and!give!them!feedback!on!how!they!have!progressed!before!the!junior!editor!sends!the! edits! back! to! the! author! for! approval.! Regardless! of! how! well! an! article! is! written,! organized,!and!presented!(though!we!often!have!observed!that!one!learns!the!most!when! trying!to!improve!a!weaker!article!rather!than!a!strong!one),!editing!someone!else's!work! gives! a! student! editor! a! unique! view! into! how! different! authors! organize! their! thoughts! and! approach! writing,! and! how! some! of! these! approaches! can! be! understood! as! being! more! effective! than! others.! This! in! turn! hopefully! improves! the! student! editor's! own! writing!style,!and!helps!bolster!the!student's!confidence!in!his!or!her!own!writing!"!useful! when!at!the!end!of!a!first!year!as!a!junior!editor,!students!are!asked!to!write!a!book!review! or!article!for!publication!in!order!to!qualify!as!senior!editors!and!(if!they!wish)!to!take!the! journal!for!academic!credit.!! ! While!articles!are!being!assigned!to!editors!to!edit!individually!on!their!own!time,!student! editorial!meetings!continue.!The!next!few!meetings!provide!an!introduction!to!German!law! and! politics,! the! European! Union,! and! civil! law! more! generally! while! the! majority! of! the! remaining! Journal! meetings! focus! on! a! number! of! different! topics.! Usually! there! is! a! seminar!on!comparative!law,!international!law,!and!discussions!about!specific!topics!and! articles! we! have! just! published.! We! also! may,! as! a! team,! along! with! the! Editor"in"Chief,! substantively!edit!a!contribution!instead!of!it!being!submitted!for!the!typical!peer!review! process.!One!of!the!best!meetings!in!our!collective!memory!was!where!we!went!through! an! article! and! identified! gaps! and! potential! improvements.! Although! at! times! there! was! hesitation! to! make! additions! to! the! scholar's! work,! it! gave! us! the! ability! to! look! constructively!at!a!piece!as!it!stands!alone!and!step!beyond!understanding!it!as!the!work!of! an!anonymous!author.!! ! As! junior! editors! progress! and! become! more! comfortable! editing! pieces! and! communicating! with! authors,! they! are! also! expected! to! get! more! involved! with! the! soft! work! already! taking! place! on! the! Journal,! such! as! working! on! one! of! the! various! ad"hoc! committees! (for! example!book!review,!style!guide,!fundraising)!or!helping!research,!plan! and! curate! a! special! issue! or! symposium.! This! year! the! Journal,! in! celebration! of! its! 10 th ! anniversary,!is!planning!a!number!of!special!issues!that!have!been!researched!and!planned! by!students!(including!this!very!issue!on!the!Transnationalization!of!Legal!Education).!This! is! a! decidedly! creative! process! that! allows! student! editors! to! gain! knowledge! on! an! evolving,!comprehensive!topic!of!interest!and!to!make!inroads!into!this!newly!discovered! territory! by! formulating! paper! topics,! structuring! a! table! of! contents! and! developing! the! narrative!of!the!special!issue.!The!preparation!of!a!special!issue!allows!the!student!editors! to!research!and!to!identify!authors!on!the!cutting!edge!of!a!particular!field!and!to!solicit! submissions.! This! involves! the! student! editor! engaging! in! negotiations,! persuasions! and! gentle! coercions! with! an! author! in! order! to! align! the! editors'! vision! of! how! a! particular! 1154 G e r m a n ! L a w ! J o u r n a l
article! would! contribute! to! the! special! issue! with! the! author's! particular! interest! and! capacity!to!contribute!such!a!desired!piece!at!that!time.!! ! II.!Beyond!the!Footnotes,!Beyond!the!Classroom! ! All! that! is! solid! melts! into! air,! you! learned,! but! your! four! course! books! weigh!fifteen!pounds. 8 ! ! The!ability!to!edit,!to!footnote!or!write!an!article,!to!organize!a!symposium!or!to!research!a! special!issue!are!the!more!obvious!skills!gained!by!working!on!the!Journal.!But!let's!face!it,! no!student!ever!burst!through!the!doors!of!a!law!journal!and!declared!that!all!they!wish!to! do! is! footnote! editing! (if! they! have,! please! pass! along! their! contact! information! to! us!).! Further,! if! conference! organization! or! research! skills! are! the! only! things! to! be! gained! by! working! on! the! Journal,! there! are! numerous! other! activities! at! law! school! that! would! provide! students! with! a! similar! skill! set.! There! is! something! about! the! Journal! and! law! journals!in!general!that!has!added!more!than!just!those!hard!skills!to!the!education!of!its! student!editors.
9 !In!order!to!decipher!what!that!something!is!we!shall!try!to!describe!the! psyche!of!a!law!student.!! ! The! transition! from! undergraduate! study! into! law! school! is! simultaneously! the! most! powerful!and!the!most!devastating!adjustment!for!many!law!students,!ourselves!included.! There!is!the!pride!that!is!associated!with!admission!into!a!demanding!institution!where!you! will!be!trained!to!be!dexterous,!at!ease,!and!precise!within!a!highly!technical!set!of!rules! and!method!of!reasoning. !! ! And!this!is!just!one!example!among!countless!others!to!demonstrate!how!participation!in! the! Journal! added! a! comparative,! international,! and! sub"textual! element! to! our! legal! education,! and! acted! as! a! small! but! important! provocation! to! the! weighty! authority! implicitly! pronounced! by! the! domestic! sources! of! law! we! learned! in! the! classroom.! Reading,! editing,! and! discussing! articles! about! how! a! similar! crime! is! punished! and! prosecuted! in! one! State! compared! to! another,! or! how! private! law! and! public! law! are! divided!in!civil!law!and!common!law!systems,!and!then!reflecting!on!how!this!compares!to! the!domestic!institutions!and!procedure!we!learned!in!a!class!made!it!more!obvious!that!a! certain! legal! solution! is! but! one! choice! among! many! in! distributing! obligations! and! entitlements! between! different! parties! and! actors.! Additionally,! these! discussions! highlighted!the!fact!that!the!rules!and!law!we!were!being!taught,!while!presented!as!rather! rigid!and!unquestionable!principles!in!the!classroom,!were!neither!static!nor!universal.
14 !To! gladly! accept! this! unsettling! rupture! so! early! in! an! already! overwhelming! time! in! a! law! The!Value!of!Being!a!Student!Editor!While!Being!a!Law 
student's!life!may!seem!like!a!tall!order,!but!the!work!on!the!Journal!in!many!ways!satisfied! a!desire!to!have!a!space!to!talk!about!law!in!ways!that!would!seem!downright!indulgent!in! a!first!year!contracts,!torts,!or!civil!procedure!class.!Yet,!paradoxically,!the!provision!of!this! space! to! reflect! and! discuss! reinforced! the! importance! of! learning! and! mastering! the! detailed! and! technical! rules! we! were! presented! with! in! class,! and! accepting! that! these! building!blocks!were!essential!to!our!education!"!the!best!articles!we!read!demonstrated! that!to!really!make!an!accurate!and!compelling!argument!about!the!big!picture!required!a! thorough!understanding!of!the!legal!technicalities!to!begin!with.! ! Work!on!the!Journal!not!only!exposed!us!to!authors!and!subject!matters!that!we!had!never! encountered! before,! but! it! allowed! us! to! develop! hard! and! fast! editing,! citation,! communication! and! team"work! skills! that! went! hand"in"hand! with! the! practical! requirements! of! journal! publication! and! distribution.! In! this! way,! the! Journal! provided! a! rather!unusual!setting!where!it!was!necessary!to!jump!back!and!forth!between!ideas,!and! the! practical! realities! and! skills! required!to!present!and!contrast!these!ideas!in!a!written! publication.!At!the!tips!of!everyone's!tongues!at!a!meeting!were!not!only!comments!about! the! content! of! the! Journal,! but! also! the! style,! manner! of! presentation,! juxtaposition! of! contrary! interpretations,! and,! of! course,! the! correct!way!to!footnote!a!case!or!what!size! font! the! article! title! should! be! in.! Student"initiated! digressions! into! how! The! New! Yorker! was!run!during!the!early!Harold!Ross!years,!bets!on!the!number!of!cases!considered!by!the! Supreme!Court!of!Canada!in!a!year!versus!the!Federal!Constitutional!Court!of!Germany, 15 ! or! how! a! novel! we! read! last! summer! (for! who! has! time! to! read! novels! during! the! semester!)! or! a! film! we! saw! last! weekend! is! relevant! to! the! discussion! were! equally! as! welcome!as!practical!tips!that!made!editing!more!straight!forward,!or!smart!observations! about! an! author's! thesis.! Further,! since! there! is! a! mix! of! first,! second! and! third! year! students! who! were! generally! active! in! other! specialized! programs! in! the! school! (such! as! working!at!one!of!the!two!legal!clinics,!going!on!exchange,!or!participating!in!an!aboriginal! or!criminal!intensive!program),!the!wealth!of!experiences!brought!into!both!the!practical! and! theoretical! problem"solving! tasks,! and! connections! made! between! seemingly! disparate!skill"sets!made!our!meetings!even!more!collaborative!and!instructional.!As!such,! working! on! the! Journal! carried! our! knowledge! of! and! appreciation! for! law! and! legal! argument!beyond!proper!citation!and!footnotes,!and!beyond!the!well"worn!expectations! of!a!law!student!in!the!classroom.!! ! ! ! 
